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About This Game

MahJong generates random tile arrangements that gives you infinite game possibilities for this Chinese-inspired favorite.
Featuring 10 different tile and table sets, each tile is a delightful, hand-designed work of art, showcased in a 3D view with board
rotation and zoom to capture every angle. Select and match pairs of open tiles to remove them from the board, exposing layers

of tiles below for more matching. The goal is to match every pair to fully clear the board. Outstanding music completes the
experience that will transport you eastward.
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Title: MahJong
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
baKno Games
Publisher:
baKno Games
Release Date: 20 Dec, 2008

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: XP

Processor: Intel Single Core

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 2004 GPU

Storage: 200 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Japanese,Korean,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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it has great potential to become a great game! just needs to add a change in sens. This is one shocking games if i could get my
money back i would only got to play it for a total of 7 hours before it stopped working total shambles of a game. really enjoyed
this game years ago and still do. I remember dozens of servers and game filled with big numbers. I know it was a long time ago
but was hoping for a slice of the past. Sadly, time has taken it's toll on a great game and next to nothing active in multi player
which is the apex of all COD games. Without active multi player servers there really is not much of a use. Great game that the
developers abandoned or remade into garbage. In talking with some older game players it seems that if activision\/origins would
have kept at least a few dedicated servers for online play, there would still be a pretty strong player base a decade later. Just
many.many of us do not like the new, over excellerated, bad story, bunny hopping, aimbotting, insulting kids and game with no
heart or just a money grab. Just a good, simple story and campaign that is fun to take part in with plenty of action and a a similar
online.. The fact that you guys released this game with only its first 3 chapters without letting the buyer know it's incomplete
and full of bugs nor any mention of "early access" is in my opinion very unethical. I have came across multiple bugs where I had
to restart in order to continue. Some of these may also lead players to think what they're trying to do is wrong and look
elsewhere while in fact it was correct but the game is not acting right. Chapter 3 I was stuck for quite long because the game
failed to show me all the controls, I had to test out random keys on the keyboard 1 by 1 in chapter 3 to use umbrella. I played
through the whole thing in English and there are times information were given in Chinese. I can only say that this game at its
current state is unacceptable as an official release game.. A yuri themed visual novel that's super wholesome and cute. Even the
sex scenes are very tastefully done and don't feel forced. My favorite part of the story is the slow-eventual build up to each pair
of girls hooking up.. Neat little game that's a lot of fun with 3-4 players. My only complaint is that is a little lacking in content.
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Awesome mix of old school arcade madness with RTS elements. Sort of like Sinistar (minus the ridiculous difficulty level)
where you get to customize and upgrade your ship over time. You really have two ships. The "mother" ship is also customizeable
and upgradeable, but just the single hull and it will come to your aid and fight\/mine as well.

Now I really want to create the sequel to this game :) Or play it.. The recent update including the strategy mode cuts down on the
"clickiness" by a lot; which leaves this game as a 4\/5 for somehow being fun and educational. The update also had the unseen
benefeit of cutting down a graphical issues, since it can go as a turn-based, not real-time.. game is fun graphic not bad either u
should try it. tower defense... with ships!. I bought this dlc but i don't know how to craft a tank ;p lmao help! xd. Rock Zombie
has a lot of potential to be a fun hack and slash game. It features a female band that are like a cross between the Runaways and
some band from an anime cartoon, it has a lot of cool hard rock\/heavy metal reference and music (all made by the game
developers, there isn't any licensed music in the game), and it has a very cool 80's like horror vibe to it. However, it has a few
flaws that hurt the game. The controls on the 360 gamepad aren't very responsive at times, the saves are stored in the registry
rather in a directory on the hard drive so if you're like me and use CCLeaner quite a bit to clean out trash, you'll lose the
progress you've made in the game, and the achievements don't unlock on Steam until after you exit the game so some may think
you're using SAM since you could have 8 achievements that are unlocked and all at the same exact time. I was hoping that the
devs would release a patch that would allow saves to be synced on the cloud, that way when CCleaner is run the saves would
merely be restored when syncing up with the Steam cloud, and I was hoping they'd make the achievements unlock on Steam as
they are unlocked in the game but no such luck.

However, if those issues aren't issues in your eyes and you dig campy 80's horror, zombies, and hard rock\/metal themes, you
may want to check out the game.. Very good and challenging shoot em up game, if you liked games like R-Type, Salamander
and Gradius you should love this game.

The graphics are nice, the soundtracks are excellent and the levels and bosses are well designed.

I have been playing the free version for some time now, and decided to buy this version to support such a great developer to
hopefully make more great games like this and Cursed Castilla (a Ghouls n Ghosts type game by the same developer which is
also excellent). Not worth the 89 cents.
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